
CSE 598C Vision-based Tracking Seminar

Times: MW 10:10-11:00AM  Willard 370
Instructor: Robert Collins
Office Hours: Tues 2-4PM, Wed 9-9:50AM



What is Tracking?

typical idea: tracking a single target in isolation.



Appearance-Based Tracking
current frame +�
previous location

Mode-Seeking
(e.g. mean-shift; Lucas-Kanade; �
particle filtering)

Response map�
(confidence map; likelihood image) current location

appearance model
(e.g. image template, or

color; intensity; edge histograms)



Appearance-based Tracking
Research tends to focus on:
•   finding discriminative features
•   model adaptation 

Search for best match tends to be simple gradient ascent (hill
-climbing). 

Motion prediction tends to be simplified to constant position +
 noise (assumes previous bounding box significantly overlaps
 object in the new frame). 



What is Tracking?
Multi-target tracking....

ant behavior, courtesy of�
Georgia Tech biotracking

“targets” can be corners, and�
tracking gives us optic flow.



What is Tracking? articulated objects have�
multiple, coordinated parts



Multi-Target Tracking
•  The previous two slides are examples of tracking multiple

 targets over time.  Such work tends to focus on constraints
 between individuals, either strong geometric constraints,
 or weak exclusion constraints.
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What is Tracking?
Active tracking involves moving the sensor in response to
 motion of the target.  Needs to be real-time! 



Why are there so many �
papers on tracking?

Because what kind of tracking “works”�
depends on problem-specific factors.



Factors: Discriminability
How easy is it to discriminate one object from another.

appearance models can�
do all the work

constraints on geometry �
and motion become crucial



Factors: Frame Rate
frame n frame n+1
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gradient ascent
(e.g. mean-shift)
works OK

much harder�
search problem.
data association



Other Factors
single target vs multiple targets

single camera vs multiple cameras

on-line vs batch-mode

do we have a good generic detector?  
     (e.g. faces; pedestrians)

does object have multiple parts?



What is Tracking?

Estimate the number and state of targets in a region of interest.�

We are using the term state to mean a vector of quantities that
 characterize the object being tracked.

e.g.:  [x  y]    (location)

         [x  y  dx  dy]     (location + velocity)

         [x  y   appearance_params]    (location + appearance)�

Because our observations will be noisy, estimating the state vector
 will be a statistical estimation problem.



What is Tracking?

What distinguishes tracking from “typical” statistical estimation �
(or machine learning) problems?

•  We typically have a strong temporal component involved.

•  estimating quantities that are expected to change over time�
   (thus expectations of the dynamics play a role)

•  interested in current state St for a given time step t

•  usually assume can only compute St from information seen �
     at previous times steps 1,2,...,(t-1).   [can’t see the future]

•  usually want to be as efficient as possible, even “real-time”. 

These concerns lead naturally to recursive estimators.



Classification of Tracking Systems

We will see many examples of tracking systems this semester.

We’d like to organize them, to make sense of the jumble and to
 facilitate comparison between different systems.

Some things to keep in mind:

•  what do they assume about the target(s)?
•  what kind of data or sensors do they use?
•  what inferencing method is used?



Classification of Tracking Systems

Target Assumptions:

How many?
           1 :  single target tracking
    0 or 1 :  detection and tracking
    0 to N:  multi-target detection and tracking

Motion assumptions?
     constant position (+ noise)
     constant velocity 
     constant acceleration
     maneuvering targets
     if multiple targets, is their motion correlated?



Classification of Tracking Systems
Sensing Assumptions:

output from a previous detector?
    point (contact) detections
    bearing measurements
    range measurements
    region-based measurements (extended objects)
        ---shape becomes an interesting feature

raw sensor data
    imagery (EO, thermal or whatever)
       ---appearance modeling becomes important
       ---in my opinion, this is where vision-based tracking gets interesting



Classification of Tracking Systems
Sensing Assumptions:

characteristics of measurement errors?
    Gaussian
    non-Gaussian

false alarms present?
    false positives : clutter
    false negatives : dropouts; occlusion



Classification of Tracking Systems
Inferencing methods:

Hill-climbing
   --- OK if single (or uniquely identifiable) target and no clutter
    ---  can run into trouble otherwise

Filtering
    state equations, statistical estimation

General Bayesian inference
     This is how we are going to try to organize our understanding.
     We will see how all approaches are either examples of Bayes�
      tracking or special (or even degenerate) cases of it.



Rough Course Outline
1.  Bayesian Filtering
 1.1 Bayes filter; Kalman filter
 1.2 Sampling Methods (e.g. Particle Filtering)

2.   Appearance-based Tracking
2.1 Basic Approaches (e.g. mean-shift; Lucas-Kanade)
2.2 Learning/Feature Selection (e.g. boosting)

3.   Multi-target Tracking
 3.1 Data Association Methods (e.g. Hungarian Alg)
 3.2 Graphical Model Approaches (e.g. MRF)



Expected Assignments

Roughly 3 projects (implement a tracker), one in each area.

A couple of math homeworks in each area.

Reading/presenting papers.

No exams.



Now, on to...

Bayesian Filtering



State Space Approach
Two vectors of interest:

1) State vector:  vector of variables xk representing�
          what we want to know about the target
          examples: [x,y];   [x,y,dx,dy];   [x,y,θ,scale]      

2) Measurement vector:  noisy observations zk �
 related to the state vector. 
 examples: image intensity/color; motion blobs



Foundation: Bayesian Filtering

Rigorous general framework for tracking.  Estimates the values
 of an unknown state vector given a time series of uncertain
 observations. 

Key idea: use a recursive estimator to incrementally update the
 posterior probability density function (pdf) of the state vector
 based on most recent data.  

Bayesian hypothesis: All quantities of interest, such as MAP or
 marginal estimates, can be computed from the posterior pdf. 



Why Bayesian?
If tracking really is a statistical estimation problem, we might as
 well treat it rigorously as such.

The Bayesian “philosophy” is mature and powerful.

Even if you aren’t Bayesian, you can define an “uninformative”
 prior and everything reduces to maximum likelihood estimation!

It is easy to impose constraining knowledge (as priors).

It is easy to combine information from different types of sensors.



Why Bayesian?
Recursive estimators come naturally.  Your posterior computed at
 time t-1 becomes the prior for time t.  This is combined with the
 likelihood at time t, and renormalized to get the posterior at time t. 
 This new posterior becomes the prior for time t+1, and so on....

Bayesian methods are crucial when you don’t have much data. 
 With the use of a strong prior, you can make reasonable estimates
 from as little as one data point.  

(actually, with really strong priors, you don’t need to make any
 observations: consider a sun-tracking system).



Bayes Rule
Bayes rule can be derived by a simple �
manipulation of the rules of probability.  �
But it has far-reaching consequences.

also note...

Thomas Bayes
1702-1761

interpretation:  multiply the prior times the likelihood,
 then normalize so that the result integrates to 1.  This
 becomes the posterior distribution.



Bayes Rule
Since we are normalizing anyways, our�
likelihood function only needs to be defined�
up to a constant

Thomas Bayes
1702-1761

However, often this normalization is computationally intractable.  �
This will motivate our (later) interest in nonparametric and sampling�
based statistical methods. 



Prior Distribution
information about the unknown parameters available from sources
 independent from the observed data.  (these sources can, and usually
 do, include human intuition).

e.g.

•  maximum speed of a walking person

•  vehicles are likely to be seen on roads

•  objects travel along smooth, continuous trajectories

•  for this sequence, people are about 100 pixels high

•  zebras are black and white and have stripes

priors on �
motion

priors on �
appearance



Likelihood Function
This is the connection between an observation, yεY, and the unknown
 state, xεX.

L(y|x) = Pr{Y=y | X=x} says how likely it is that your data y was
 observed, given that the state of the world was x.

As depicted above, L(y|x) is a (conditional) probability distribution
 over the data measurement space Y.  �

That is:�

However, we are going to interpret y as being fixed (in fact, it is a
 value that we observed), and will treat x as the unknown value! �
As a function of x, L(y|x) does not integrate to 1.  That is why it is
 called a likelihood function, not a likelihood distribution.



Posterior Distribution
For a Bayesian, the posterior distribution is the starting point for
 answering all well-posed statistical questions about the state.

e.g.

•  What is the most likely location of this object?�
     the mode of the posterior (MAP estimate)

•  With what certainty do I know that location?�
      spread of probability mass around the MAP estimate

•  Are there other likely locations?  If so, how many?�
     analysis of multi-modality of the posterior

Important point: output of Bayesian approach is not a single point
 estimator, but a whole probability distribution over state values.



Some (overly) Simple Examples

•  MLE vs Bayes: analysis of coin-tosses 

•  point observation model

•  ray (bearings only) observation model

•  combining bearings only + distance observations

•  recursive estimation, given N point observations,�
of an unknown but fixed quantity [Homework]

We hope to gain some intuition about characteristics�
of Bayesian estimation through some simple examples:



Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Basic approach:�

–  form likelihood function L(y | x) as product of 
individual likelihoods L(yi | x)of each observation 
(assuming observations are iid!)

–  treat it as a function of parameters L(x)
–  take derivative of L(x) or log L(x) wrt x and set the 

equation(s) equal to 0
–  solve for x
–  should really also verify that this solution x is a 

maximum and not a minimum.



I flip a coin N times and get m heads.�
How do I estimate x = probability of heads?

form likelihood function from N sample observations yi

take log of that.  This is what we want to maximize, as�
a function of x

take deriv wrt x and set to 0, then solve for x   [will do on board]

MLE Example: Coin Flip

(proportion of observations
 that were heads – result is�
 completely intuitive!)

Bernoulli  
Distribution 

example motivated�
by Bishop, PRML,
chapter 2



MLE Example: Coin Flip
So, what, if anything, is wrong with that?

Well, first of all, I had to do it in batch mode, rather than one 
observation at a time.  We’ll save this complaint until later.

Let’s say I flip a coin 3 times, and every time I get heads. Should 
I then say my probability of getting heads is 100 percent?  

No, my belief about the way coins work leads me to think that is 
overly-optimistic.  

Solution: encode my prior knowledge that flipped coins tend to 
come up tails sometimes...



I flip a coin N times and get m heads.�
How do I estimate x = probability of heads?

form likelihood function from N sample observations yi

So far, this is an exact copy of what we did for MLE.  The difference�
will be encoding my prior knowledge about coins typically being fair.
I need a prior distribution on x.  Here is where a little “art” comes in.
Notice that our likelihood is of the form

       x^something * (1-x)^somethingelse�

We would like a prior distribution that also has that form, so that�
the posterior has that form too!  Prior distributions that have this nice 
property are called “conjugate” priors.

Bayesian Coin Flip Analysis

Bernoulli  
Distribution 



Beta distribution is a conjugate prior for estimating�
the x parameter in a Bernoulli distribution. 

Bayesian Coin Flip Analysis

pictures �
of B(x|a,b)�
for various�
values of a,b



How do we know what values of a and b to pick???? 
aside...

pictures �
of B(x|a,b)�
for various�
values of a,b

This is where true Bayesian analysis starts to get scarily self-referential.  You �
treat them as unknowns to be estimated.  And so... they have their own prior 
distributions, which have their own parameters (hyperparameters), which need �
to be selected, so maybe there are even more priors and hyperparameters... and �
so you sit on the brink and contemplate infinity [or “Bayesian frenzy”, as David 
Capel calls it].  

Or, we could just say a=2 and b=2.



Bayesian Coin Flip Analysis
Multiply the prior (Beta distribution) times the Likelihood function (product of�
Bernoullis), to get the posterior.�

Rather than compute an integral to normalize, we can note that this is in the form
 of a Beta distribution, so could just write it down (recall, it is the ratio of some
 Gamma functions).

m = number observed heads 
l = number of observed tails 
a,b = parameters of Beta prior 



Bayesian Coin Flip Analysis
We have computed the posterior, and it is a Beta function

We now have a whole function (distribution) for x.  What if we just want a�
single number?  We could compute its expected (mean) value, for example.

We won’t derive it here, but it is the mean of a Beta distribution, and in our�
case has value

note how this result allows us to understand the a,b parameters as a “virtual”
number of heads and tails included to the dataset in addition to the observed data.

m = number observed heads 
l = number of observed tails 
a = number of “fictitious” heads 
b = number of “fictitious” tails 



Bayesian Coin Flip Analysis
For example, using a=2, b=2 (prior belief that the coin is fair), if we are allowed �
only one observation, and it is heads, then instead of inferring that the probability
of heads is 100% (as MLE would tell us), we instead see...

The distribution shifts towards heads being more likely, but it stays well-
behaved.  And assuming we later observe some tails, it will shift back 
towards “fair”, and so on. 



Example 2: Gaussian Point Observation
Assume state x is a 1D location.  It has some prior distribution that�
we will take as a normal distribution.  We also will get an observation�
y, which is noisy, and we will characterize the noise by a zero-mean�
normal distribution.  What is the posterior distribution on x, given the �
prior and the observation?

Our model



Example 2: Gaussian Point Observation
Recall the form of a 1D Normal distribution...

useful fact for later on...  if we ever get an exponential posterior�
distribution of the form

we can identify it as a Normal distribution, with parameters

this is called �
“completing the square”



Example 2: Gaussian Point Observation
Back to our example, combining our prior and likelihood yields

a b c



Example 2: Gaussian Point Observation
Based on our earlier slide, we can identify this as a Normal�
distribution, so we now know our posterior distribution �
is also Normal:

And completing the square, we see that



Example 2: Gaussian Point Observation
Instead of using the whole posterior distribution, we may want�
just a single point estimate.  Since a Normal distribution is unimodal,
it is quite natural to choose the mean (which is also the mode).

Rewriting the mean slightly, we see that our estimator is

This is a weighted mean of the prior location and observed location.�
Each location is weighted by the inverse of its variance (so low �
variance yields a high weight, and vice versa).

Verify to yourself that this estimator makes a lot of sense, by �
plugging in some different values for s and sigma. 



Aside

believe it or not, that example laid the�
groundwork for deriving the Kalman filter

your first homework assignment will
get us even closer to the derivation.



Bearings-Only Example

Some sensors (like cameras) don’t explicitly measure locations�
of objects in the world, but can only measure “directions”�
towards objects in the world.

For cameras, these directional observations are called �
viewing rays.

For other kinds of sensors, they are called “bearings-only”�
measurements. 



Bearings-Only Example

Let’s assume our target state x is a 2D location (x1, x2), and that our�
target is within some bounded region of interest, say
  0 < x1 < 100  and  0  < x2 < 100  �

X1

X2

0 100

0

100



Bearings-Only Example
Initially we don’t know the target is, so we guess it is at (50,50).�
We are uncertain, so model that uncertainty as a Gaussian with�
high variance (truncated and normalized so all mass lies within
the region of interest) �

X1

X2

0 100

0

100

prior



Bearings-Only Example
A bearings-only sensor located at (0,0) takes a noisy reading of�
the angle (alpha) towards the target.  We will model the difference�
between the measured angle and actual angle as a zero-mean,�
1D Gaussian. �

X1

X2

0 100

0

100

α



Bearings-Only Example

prior likelihood

to combine using Bayes rule:  point-wise multiply the�
prior times the likelihood, then renormalized the result�
so that to total mass sums up to 1.



Bearings-Only Example

prior likelihood

posterior



Bearings-Only Example
Say a second sensor at (0,100) also takes a second noisy
measurement of the target.  We this have another likelihood�
function to represent this second observation.

X1

X2

0 100

0

100

α

β



Bearings-Only Example

prior =our
old posterior

likelihood

new posterior
becomes prior for�
new observations



A More Interesting Example
Let’s say our ship wants to be found, and is broadcasting a radio
 signal, picked up by a transmitter on a buoy.  That gives us a
 known distance to the ship.

X1

X2

0 100

0

100

prior
buoy

A second, bearings-only reading, is also taken...
β



Range+Bearings Example

prior likelihoodp(x)
p(z1|x)

posterior

p(x|z1) = p(z1|x)p(x)
p(z1|x)p(x)

€ 

∑
x



Range+Bearings Example

prior likelihood
p(z2|x)

p(x|z1)

posterior
p(x|z1,z2) = p(z2|x)p(x|z1)

p(z2|x)p(x|z1)

€ 

∑
x



Range+Bearings Example
Note the posterior distribution is multimodal.  Presumably a
 second bearings reading from a sensor at the lower left of the
 region would disambiguate the location.  But it is important that
 the multimodality be preserved, in order for that to happen!  If
 we only kept the highest peak (in this example), we would get
 the wrong answer.

posterior



Adding Motion Prediction
Our previous examples left out something

 important...

We didn’t take into account that the target
 could be moving!

To do this we also need to model p(xt | xt-1)�


